Use of Large Databases for Group Projects at the Nexus of Teaching and Research
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ABSTRACT
Final year, group (capstone) projects in computing disciplines are often expected to fill multiple roles: in addition to allowing students to learn important domain-specific knowledge, they should reinforce computing and software engineering concepts and provide for the acquisition of transferable skills. For motivational and pedagogical reasons, it is clearly preferable that such projects respond to real needs, be those in research or industry. We describe two student projects based on a large repository of usage data and integrated into a course in Professional Computing. These projects fulfilled the objectives outlined above and were closely linked to the research of the first author. We suggest that similar projects based on large databases may offer a transferable paradigm for others to follow. Finally, we outline some important elements for a successful group project based on a large database.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search and Retrieval – Query formulation. H2.8 [Database Management]: Database Applications – Data mining. Scientific databases. K3.2 [Computer and Information Science Education]: Computer Science Education

General Terms
Measurement, Experimentation, Human Factors.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Capstone courses are typically compulsory, final year courses that provide a significant integrative, educational experience [1]. They may, for example, take the form of a large group software engineering project. They have long been recognised as important in the teaching of computer science and indeed many professional accreditation requirements state that such courses and projects must be undertaken. However, finding suitable projects can be difficult, as multiple requirements have to be satisfied. Project work should be a learning experience for students, both in terms of the actual knowledge gained and consolidated, but equally in that it should allow them to acquire generic skills such as teamwork and time management. Furthermore, projects should be seen to be useful, either to research or in a real-world, commercial situation; contrived assignments usually result in a lack of student motivation.

On the technical side, data repositories are increasing in size and also in the range of applications. For example Terabyte databases are being accumulated for the Sloan Digital Sky Survey project in astronomy [4]. In human computer interaction relational databases, rather than flat files, are being used to store log data. We have found that the data thus generated is useful for group projects in a final year Professional Computing course. This paper describes such projects and the nature of the benefits to students, as well as the interplay between research and teaching that has given rise to this work.

2. LARGE DATASETS
Recent advances in technology and the falling cost of data storage mean that it is becoming feasible to log and use large quantities (gigabytes) of recorded data. This is apparent in the research domain, for example in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey project in astronomy [4], but is similarly true in the commercial arena, where companies retain such information as full transaction details, with the aim of analysing customer purchase patterns [9].

As large databases become more common, it is important that universities offer students the opportunity to gain the understanding, skills and techniques necessary to work in these domains. More generally, use of large datasets allows students to appreciate the importance of optimisation, as system capacity becomes a limiting factor in execution time. It is therefore desirable that students work directly with datasets of this order of magnitude.

3. GRUMPS – A LARGE DATASET
3.1 Introduction to GRUMPS
The Generic Remote Usage Measurement Production System (GRUMPS) [13] is being developed at Glasgow University [2]. The goal is to provide general purpose mechanisms for the
capture of user actions for subsequent analysis and mining. An initial application area is expected to be educational research. For the present work a reliable, low complexity version called GRUMPS-Lite was used. It includes a User Action Recorder (UAR) that runs under Windows, collecting low-level actions such as mouse clicks and keystrokes. There is a transport mechanism to harvest collected data and store it in the repository, a SQL Server database. The repository schema is extremely simple as shown in Figure 1(a); it has proved to be very robust for data collection. The XML fields store tagged data appropriate to the circumstances, such as is shown in the Figure 1(b) for a Change Window Focus event.

Figure 1(a). The repository schema. (b) XML for a change of window focus event.

3.2 The dataset

In January 2003, ethical clearance was granted to collect data from the first year, Level 1 Ada programming laboratories in Computing Science at the University of Glasgow. Participating students signed a consent form, were assured that their anonymity would be upheld and were informed that for ethical and security reasons, full keystroke information would only be recorded while in the AdaGide tool used for Ada programming. Summary statistics for the collection are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary Statistics for the Level 1 Database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period of collection</th>
<th>6 weeks from February 2003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of participants</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours of interaction</td>
<td>1767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of sessions</td>
<td>2655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of actions</td>
<td>4.7 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of machines</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of database</td>
<td>~2GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. GRUMPS DATA MANIPULATION

4.1 Research questions

The authors’ research questions were concerned with aspects of the data such as typing speeds and set-up times [12]. Other participants of the GRUMPS project were interested in aspects such as students’ persistence with programming tasks. In order to answer these questions, the data had to be extracted in such a way as to be immediately meaningful in terms of the research question, as such requiring a great deal of manipulation.

4.2 Data manipulation in the database

Research groups such as ours have come to realise that extracting the data in its raw form into flat files is inappropriate for work with large datasets. In addition to the cost of transferring the data from the database to a file, tools such as grep, designed for use with flat files, process data sequentially and the time taken grows rapidly with the size of the dataset [3]. Database technologies, developed over four decades, have the capacity to work with data in parallel and are therefore much faster as datasets grow.

4.3 Our work with the database

The authors worked initially on generating summaries of the data for analysis by a psychologist [11]. For the reasons outlined above, the decision was therefore taken to process the data within the database as far as this was possible. However, doing so brought new challenges. In order to calculate durations, time differences between actions were required. In sequential files, sequence is recorded implicitly and time differences are thus calculated easily by looping over the file.

In a database, actions are carried out in parallel on sets of (essentially unordered) data. This can be circumvented through the use of cursors allowing line-by-line treatment, but this marks a return to sequential handling and is notoriously slow in databases. Relational techniques were thus developed to optimise the execution time of the data manipulation. These techniques included calculating durations using self joins, determining the context (usually the application used) for each action and expanding the XML fields used to record various attributes of the actions. The use of indexes and normalisation strategies was tested to compare performance.

Subsequently it became clear that certain SQL concepts were encountered by others in the processing of stream databases [5]. Following the success of this work we felt we had enough knowledge to be able to supervise student projects using T-SQL.

5. GRUMPS & PROFESSIONAL COMPUTING

5.1 Professional Computing

The Professional Computing 307 unit (course) was developed in the then Department of Computer Science at The University of Western Australia in response to the accreditation requirements of the Australian Computer Society. All students who major in the department must complete the unit, taking a quarter of a full semester. The syllabus addresses ethics and other professional topics, but the main component is a capstone group project [1]. Assessment in the unit is via an essay plus the group project [14].

5.2 The Group Project

The project is taken by a team of 5 to 7 students, who may or may not be randomly selected. Students within a team are very heterogeneous; they have widely differing abilities and will
have chosen from a variety of optional units as part of their degrees.

There are four Deliverables spaced through the semester: preliminary requirements; project plan, use cases, object and dynamic models, and acceptance tests; the completed system, testing documentation and a time analysis; and final presentation.

Each team is allocated to a Client, usually an academic whose job is to act as a Client in the definition of requirements and acceptance tests. The project is decided by the Client, as in real life. However, unlike most coursework, the project is not precisely defined as this is believed to be useful experience for the students. Usually the Client does not tutor the team, although some technical support may be necessary. For instance, in the current projects, considerable knowledge about the database and appropriate SQL was shared with the students.

The teams each receive three hours of mentoring during the semester. We are fortunate that Motorola, who have a development site adjacent to the campus, volunteered to do this. The feedback from the teams is very positive. Motorola benefits in getting to know all the students completing majors.

The project does, therefore, have some features that mimic the commercial world. One way in which this is not completely possible is in scale, as time is limited by the semester length and other units. On average each student is expected to commit about 70 hours to the project, making around 500 per team. This is by far the largest group project most students ever undertake at university, including engineering majors.

We considered that work on databases such as those generated by the GRUMPS software would be suitable for student projects. Similarly, Szalay [10] has remarked that the SkyServer database could be used to teach students about SQL and real, large databases. We have found that the GRUMPS repository does give students a chance to experience databases on a scale well beyond introductory SQL exercises and coursework. Two teams have now completed such projects, as reported next. The first of these two projects took place before the authors had carried out the work in section 4.3, the second afterwards.

5.2.1 Team G

The 6 members of Team G were asked in the second semester 2002 to develop a Java application to analyse keystroke and mouse activity rates. They were given a version of the UAR and collection software, told to collect some data and find out about activity rates, especially typing (tapping) speeds. Considerable effort went into the algorithmic definition of these quantities given the provenance of the data. At this time they were given some advice on SQL but otherwise left pretty much to their own devices. It was always assumed they would export some data for analysis in Java.

The SQL required was limited. Usernames were first obtained from the Session table for display through the Java application window. For subsequently identified usernames, all relevant actions were selected from the Action table. The team found the ordering of this data quite hard.

The task was achieved quite effectively and the team built a neat JDBC interface and automatically invoked Excel to show the results. The project product was not perfect, although it was a good prototype from which the requirements became clearer. Accordingly, given the quality of the students, two of them volunteered to do extra paid development work in the following vacation. The results have been quite useful and the final product, slightly modified by the first author, has been installed in a European research laboratory [6]. This is a particularly strong outcome for a student group project and is a bonus on their CVs. Their professional computing education has been shown to fit the context of the real world, albeit indirectly.

5.2.2 Team C

The 7 members of Team C worked on another project a year later in 2003. An important difference was that the authors had spent considerable effort on the Level 1 Data and had successfully used T-SQL for implementation [11]. Thus the level of technical support offered to this team was much greater than for the previous project and the requirements for the data analysis had matured. The team was asked to provide:

- Table of cleaned characters
- Table of digraph timings
- Tables of all words typed and of their occurrences
- Graphs of learning curves of any suitable table or part thereof
- Graph of interkey timing during a typing run
- A regular expression search facility of the cleaned characters

The level of SQL needed here was far greater than before. The XML had to be unpacked and appropriately coded to clean the characters. The digraphs required an understanding of self joins and performance issues required attention.

Again the project products have been satisfactory and indeed are usable as is, for example in Figure 2 the interkey times in milliseconds are displayed for a typing sequence.

The requirements have been refined as a result and vacation work has been offered for polishing the software. The students seem to be pleased with this achievement and its potential.

The feedback from the teams is very positive. Motorola benefits from the teams' efforts in the projects and is by far the largest group project most students ever undertake at university, including engineering majors.

The project is decided by the Client, as in real life. However, unlike most coursework, the project is not precisely defined as this is believed to be useful experience for the students. Usually the Client does not tutor the team, although some technical support may be necessary. For instance, in the current projects, considerable knowledge about the database and appropriate SQL was shared with the students.

The teams each receive three hours of mentoring during the semester. We are fortunate that Motorola, who have a development site adjacent to the campus, volunteered to do this. The feedback from the teams is very positive. Motorola benefits in getting to know all the students completing majors.

The project does, therefore, have some features that mimic the commercial world. One way in which this is not completely possible is in scale, as time is limited by the semester length and other units. On average each student is expected to commit about 70 hours to the project, making around 500 per team. This is by far the largest group project most students ever undertake at university, including engineering majors.

The project does, therefore, have some features that mimic the commercial world. One way in which this is not completely possible is in scale, as time is limited by the semester length and other units. On average each student is expected to commit about 70 hours to the project, making around 500 per team. This is by far the largest group project most students ever undertake at university, including engineering majors.

We considered that work on databases such as those generated by the GRUMPS software would be suitable for student projects. Similarly, Szalay [10] has remarked that the SkyServer database could be used to teach students about SQL and real, large databases. We have found that the GRUMPS repository does give students a chance to experience databases on a scale well beyond introductory SQL exercises and coursework. Two teams have now completed such projects, as reported next. The first of these two projects took place before the authors had carried out the work in section 4.3, the second afterwards.

5.2.1 Team G

The 6 members of Team G were asked in the second semester 2002 to develop a Java application to analyse keystroke and mouse activity rates. They were given a version of the UAR and collection software, told to collect some data and find out about activity rates, especially typing (tapping) speeds. Considerable effort went into the algorithmic definition of these quantities given the provenance of the data. At this time they were given some advice on SQL but otherwise left pretty much to their own devices. It was always assumed they would export some data for analysis in Java.

The SQL required was limited. Usernames were first obtained from the Session table for display through the Java application window. For subsequently identified usernames, all relevant actions were selected from the Action table. The team found the ordering of this data quite hard.

The task was achieved quite effectively and the team built a neat JDBC interface and automatically invoked Excel to show the results. The project product was not perfect, although it was a good prototype from which the requirements became clearer. Accordingly, given the quality of the students, two of them volunteered to do extra paid development work in the following vacation. The results have been quite useful and the final product, slightly modified by the first author, has been installed in a European research laboratory [6]. This is a particularly strong outcome for a student group project and is a bonus on their CVs. Their professional computing education has been shown to fit the context of the real world, albeit indirectly.

5.2.2 Team C

The 7 members of Team C worked on another project a year later in 2003. An important difference was that the authors had spent considerable effort on the Level 1 Data and had successfully used T-SQL for implementation [11]. Thus the level of technical support offered to this team was much greater than for the previous project and the requirements for the data analysis had matured. The team was asked to provide:

- Table of cleaned characters
- Table of digraph timings
- Tables of all words typed and of their occurrences
- Graphs of learning curves of any suitable table or part thereof
- Graph of interkey timing during a typing run
- A regular expression search facility of the cleaned characters

The level of SQL needed here was far greater than before. The XML had to be unpacked and appropriately coded to clean the characters. The digraphs required an understanding of self joins and performance issues required attention.

Again the project products have been satisfactory and indeed are usable as is, for example in Figure 2 the interkey times in milliseconds are displayed for a typing sequence.

The requirements have been refined as a result and vacation work has been offered for polishing the software. The students seem to be pleased with this achievement and its potential.
6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

6.1 Learning Outcomes
The learning opportunities were substantial, as evidenced by comments in a special post-course questionnaire. For both teams of students this was their first exposure to anything other than a ‘toy’ database. Various authors have noted that aspects such as joins and grouping clauses cause problems for students using SQL [7][8]. Indeed, the queries were found to be challenging and the students had not met stored procedures in T-SQL before. The JDBC experience was new to them too, although the principles were not.

Both teams were initially inclined to export as much data as possible, but by the end of the project they had discovered how much could be handled in the database. This helped the students to realise the importance of design; for example, they began to appreciate the possibilities of a frontend/backend architecture and its implications for flexibility. Some also commented on the appropriateness of different paradigms and languages within this framework. Most of the students did not really develop knowledge of indexing and as such were hampered by performance issues. However, this allowed them to understand the importance of optimisation, even if they did not necessarily understand that there are tradeoffs. More generally, some students also report a better awareness of possible technical problems and employment opportunities in commercial database development.

In addition to knowledge specifically oriented towards the technical side of development, students also consolidated more general notions in computer science such as determining a precise project specification from loosely expressed requirements, the value of good documentation and the distinction between verification and validation. Many equally felt they had learnt a great deal about client-developer relations and interactions within the group.

The participants re-used techniques but generally not code, as they felt they “don’t learn much in doing so”, and would “prefer to write it myself and [… ] really UNDERSTAND what the code does”. Team G had to make use of the UAR and repository design, and also were influenced by the precursor to GRUMPS that had been used at UWA in 2001. Team C adapted for their own ends some of the JDBC and other Java from Team G. They also drew heavily upon the stored procedures and cleaned tables developed by the authors. The authors themselves had drawn on a few SQL clichés displayed in a prior MSc project in 2002. Finally there has been synergy between Team C, via the author, and a current MSc project at UWA. Therefore a strong interplay has been evident at the nexus between the GRUMPS framework. Most of the students did not really develop knowledge of indexing and as such were hampered by performance issues. However, this allowed them to understand the importance of optimisation, even if they did not necessarily understand that there are tradeoffs. More generally, some students also report a better awareness of possible technical problems and employment opportunities in commercial database development.

6.2 Discussion
With ever larger databases emerging as the result of data capture, we feel that it is important to give students the opportunity to work with datasets of this scale. Understanding in these areas is useful both commercially and within research, whilst more generally assisting students in appreciating various aspects of database design and use.

Our experience indicates that projects such as those outlined above have been highly suitable both for meeting these needs, as well as the broader aims of the Professional Computing course. The skills developed by the project participants have been wide-ranging and have extended to knowledge of information specific to databases, as well as general computing science practice such as re-use and the importance of rigorous testing.

From a motivational point of view, the outcome of the projects was strongly linked to the first author’s research agenda and we believe that our own enthusiasm must in turn improve the student experience. Furthermore, this aspect of genuine discovery was a motivating factor since the students were interested to see the results that would be generated by their tools. As a testimony of the students’ own enthusiasm towards the projects, it is worth noting that several of the students from both groups have been keen to develop the project further and are about to commence a summer placement.

It is similarly encouraging to the students that their product has met with appeal beyond the author’s own interests and has been installed in a European research laboratory. Because the software products may be useful, care has been taken to deal with the Intellectual Property Rights properly. This example serves as an illustration of the use of the Professional Computing syllabus material in a real-world context.

Several factors made it reasonably easy to set requirements that were realistic and attainable for a group with a very mixed set of skills, abilities and motivations. Those students who had already studied a course on database technologies worked directly with the database. Extra learning was managed to ensure that it remained tractable, whilst our own recent experience with the database and T-SQL meant that we were aware of many of the pitfalls so could carefully advise the students of these. For other members of the group, a series of integrated requirements was devised that capitalised on other skills, in our case mostly concerned with the user interface; for example, graphing of keystroke times. This is comparable to real-world situations where database specialists develop in SQL and related technologies (back-end) whilst others build other aspects of the application such as the interface (front-end).

In order to create similar projects in other universities, access to a large database must be obtained. The projects described here were carried out using databases generated by GRUMPS-Lite and we would be pleased to supply this tool to academics in other universities so that they can collect their own usage data. Also, other large databases are available on line (for example the SkyServer database [15]) and many more are being developed in various areas of research and commerce. As such, projects using large databases lend themselves to collaboration with other research departments and industry.

For planning, and during the project itself, it is necessary to appoint a supervisor who has a working knowledge of SQL and who, ideally, is familiar with the database. A research question, which can be answered using the information in the database, is posed by a ‘client’ (who may or may not be the supervisor). Negotiations between the supervisor and the client lead to the elaboration of a capstone project which is both realistic and which addresses the client’s question. The supervisor recommends how to split the project into semi-independent parts, according to the students and the course in question. This seems essential as the potential pitfalls in the database side may not be solved by brute force, so the right person and approach is
have generated similar databases. Alternatively in collaboration with researchers or companies who

GRUMPS-Lite, the online SkySurvey database [15], or transferable paradigm for others, either using data gathered with potential to be valuable for all participants, and represent a We believe that projects based on large databases have the rewarding and they have kindled their interest in database

originated. The students have found the projects challenging yet contributing to advance the research project from which they life applicability. In our case, the projects have played a key role in the effective interplay between research and teaching, processes, including milestones and goals, were particularly beneficial. Mentoring also covered issues such as group
dynamics and project management, as well as giving insights from a business perspective, all seen to be valuable. However it may be that some students would have gained more from mentoring if the unit co-ordinator had discussed it more beforehand as it is so different from the teaching and learning experiences to which they are accustomed.

6.3 Conclusion

We have explained the growing importance of large databases both in research and industry and described the GRUMPS system as an example of such a dataset. This database of student actions has been used as a basis for projects for the Professional Computing 307 course.

Two of these projects are described and are shown to be particularly well suited to meeting the needs of the Professional Computing course, both in terms of gaining specific knowledge and transferable skills, but also for student motivation and real-life applicability. In our case, the projects have played a key role in the effective interplay between research and teaching, contributing to advance the research project from which they originated. The students have found the projects challenging yet rewarding and they have kindled their interest in database technologies.

We believe that projects based on large databases have the potential to be valuable for all participants, and represent a transferable paradigm for others, either using data gathered with GRUMPS-Lite, the online SkySurvey database [15], or alternatively in collaboration with researchers or companies who have generated similar databases.
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